Pedometer Challenge
Team captain
information sheets
Congratulations! You’ve taken
your first step on the road to your
Pedometer Challenge. As team
captain, you’ll lead a team of five
people in a four-week Pedometer
Challenge. The idea is to walk as far
as you can collectively – and have
fun doing it. Here’s everything you
need to get going.

Your mission… should you
choose to accept it
Being a team captain means you’re
responsible for activities before, during and
after the challenge. You’ve made a great start
by getting a team of five people together and
telling the challenge co-ordinator the names
of team members and your team name. We’ve
made the rest of your mission easy by outlining
what you need to do and providing advice and
resources to support you.

Your mid-challenge checklist
• Each week collect each team member’s
weekly steps total and record it on the
Team steps total sheet
• Each week send your team’s weekly steps
total to [name and email address].
• Keep your team motivated throughout
the challenge:
- forward the Pedometer Challenge emails
that will be sent to you weekly
- have fun and be creative as a team to
increase your steps
• Send a team photo and walking tip to the
challenge co-ordinator

After the challenge
• Attend the celebration event with as many
of your team members as possible
• Provide feedback on the challenge to the
co-ordinator and encourage your team to
do the same

Your pre-challenge checklist
• Make sure every team member has
a pedometer
• Share the Rules and safety tips sheet with
each team member
• Hand out an Individual step count sheet
to each team member
• Tell each team member about the prize
categories and prizes

Team captain
leads the way
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And the winner is…
Prize categories

Tracking progress

There might not be a prize for every team,
but there’s definitely a prize category you
can set your sights on. Besides walking,
think of how to win any of the categories listed
below. Brainstorm ideas while walking and
get into the competition spirit!
Prize categories
[click to edit]
• Most steps walked as a team
• Most steps walked as an individual
• Most improved team
• Best team photo
• Best team name
• Best walking tip

Walking events
There will be weekly lunchtime group
walks that you and your team members
are more than welcome to attend.

• Collect each team member’s weekly
steps total
• Send your team step count total to your
co-ordinator
Use the Team step count sheet to help you
keep track
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Each team member needs to record how many
steps they walk each day of the challenge.
Make sure everyone has an Individual step
count sheet. To keep track of how many steps
each team has walked, you need to:
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Step Count sheets
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What a great opportunity to get away
from your workplace, get some fresh air
and meet new colleagues. Details will be
given in your weekly challenge emails.
If you can’t attend the organised walking
sessions, you could organise your own.
Let the team spirit thrive!
[Delete if not applicable]

Your main role is to collect and submit
your team’s weekly steps total. Every week
you’ll receive a reminder to send in your team’s
total. There will also be weekly tips about
what to do to keep up the good work. Don’t
forget to pass the information on to your
team members – every step taken boosts
your chances of winning the challenge.
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Week 1

Week 2

Pedometer Challenge
Team captain step count sheet
You’ll never walk alone
Team member
name

Team total

Week 3

Week 4

Mission target

______ steps

Total

